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Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter. 

Your contributions for future editions are welcome; 

please contact the editor, Steve Page 

Tel: 01761 433418, or email page564@btinternet.com 
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Our Chairman, Colin Price, driving diesel locomotive “Shepton” during our visit to the 

Bath & West Railway at the Shepton Mallet Showground on 22 October. More on page 5. 
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Hugh Ballantyne’s S&D Photos                              - presented by Richard Pelham 
 

         Tuesday 13 September 
 

Hugh was Richard’s best friend, despite an age difference, Hugh being older. Sadly, Hugh died in 

2013. The Presentation covered the length of the S&DJR from Bath Green Park to Bournemouth 

West, including the Highbridge Branch from Evercreech Junction and the spur up to Templecombe 

Southern Railway station.   

 

The period covered was from the early 1950s up to closure in March 1966.  This period also 

included Hugh’s transition from the use of black and white film to Agfa colour slide film. The 

colour tone of some the latter had since degraded requiring Richard to have some work to restore it 

on a computer package, generally very successfully.  As the majority of the pictures featured the 

locomotives, nearly all were of steam engines as diesels rarely penetrated the S&DJR proper until 

the demolition trains were running.  Inevitably some of the S&DJR infrastructure appeared in the 

images including Bath Green Park station, tunnels, Prestleigh, Midford and Tucking Mill viaducts, 

bridges, the Midford backing signal and not forgetting the wonderful S&D countryside. 

 

Hugh was able to visit Bath Green Park shed so the first pictures featured locomotives which had 

come down from the Midlands via Bristol, particularly on summer expresses. These included an 

Ivatt Class 4 tender engine 43012 of a class that was a particular rarity at Green Park, an un-rebuilt 

LMS Patriot 45508, a Royal Scot 46113, Jubilee 45682 and the more prosaic Standard Class 5 

engines. 

 

The earliest picture was a b&w image of Midland Railway 2P 4-4-0 no. 40700, the works plate of 

which was later presented to Hugh by the Shed-master. Scenes around Green Park inevitably 

featured trains arriving from or departing for Northern Climes which of course featured the famous 

Pines Express.   

 

The hilly terrain of the S&DJR route meant that the heavy through trains were usually double 

headed which was reflected in the pictures with combinations including: Standard Class 9F with 

Standard Class 4 4-6-0, Midland Class 2 4-4-0 with Stanier Black 5 and Bulleid un-rebuilt West 

Country Pacific with Standard Class 5 4-6-0.  

 

On the main line classes pictured included: Midland & LMS 2P 4-4-0s, the iconic S&DJR 7F 2-8-0 

tender loco’s, LMS Classes 0-6-0T “Jinties”, 4F Tender Engines, Stanier Black 5s and 8Fs, BR 

Standard Classes of 2-6-0 (Class 4) 4-6-0 (Classes 4 and 5) and 2-10-0 9F including the last built 

British Railways locomotive 92220 Evening Star, Southern Railway un-rebuilt West Country 

Pacifics. Class 9F 92001 was captured on a southbound Pines Express while Classmate 92000 

driven by legendary driver Donald Beale took a 450 ton 12 carriage Pines Express over the Mendips 

unaided, despite the official 410 ton single headed load limit. The penultimate Pines Express was 

photographed at Masbury, passing the site of the WW2 45 gallon can fuel dump, hauled by a Class 

7F and a Class 5 4-6-0 

 

The Highbridge branch, of course, featured smaller locomotives including, in the early days, a 

Midland 0-4-4 tank engine and 3F 0-6-0 and 2P 4-4-0 tender engines. Later shots covered GWR 

22xx tender engines and LMS Ivatt Class 2 tank locomotives.  
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Hugh Ballantyne’s S&D Photos - continued 

 

The unusual Sentinel 0-4-0VBT was photographed at Radstock; a very similar engine is of course 

now preserved at Midsomer Norton. 

 

As the lights went out on the S&D the final tours featured Ivatt Class 2s on the Highbridge branch, 

and on the mainline Stanier 8Fs and double headed Bulleid West Countries and even a re-built 

Merchant Navy, which was officially banned because of its weight. The final service trains were 

hauled by Standard Class 4 tank engines. 

 

Chris Challis proposed a vote of thanks to our speaker for an interesting photographic presentation 

which will have entertained both S&DJR and Steam locomotive enthusiasts. 

 

(Meeting Report by Andy Ball). 

 

 

 

Final Journey – the Untold Story of Funeral Trains             - by Nicolas Wheatley 
 

          Tuesday 11 October 
 

Nicolas started his presentation by giving us sight of his background in railways.  He has been a 

Gloucestershire and Warwickshire Steam Railway volunteer for 10 years, has an MSc in Funeral 

Trains in England and Wales and then wrote a book on the same subject which he actually 

witnessed being printed in Padstow, Cornwall. 

 

Nicolas’s interest in the subject was stimulated by reading the book by John Clarke entitled “The 

Brookwood Necropolis Railway”. A visit to Brookwood Cemetery in Surrey raised the question 

how did the coffins arrive there for burial.  Of course, the answer was by train. The Brookwood 

Necropolis Railway never actually existed as a railway operating company but contracted out the 

train operation to the London and South Western Railway from their Necropolis station at Waterloo 

to the cemetery at Brookwood in Surrey until it was destroyed by German bombs in 1941. 

Brookwood Cemetery had different stations for Anglican and non-Anglican denominations. 

 

The question as to whether a coffin is a passenger or freight can be answered as “Special Freight” as 

there is no alive passenger but the coffin is treated as due solemnity. Funeral trains first ran in the 

1840’s and continue to run until this day.  They catered for the rich and famous right down through 

society to paupers, where for example Londoners were carried out of town to Brookwood.  An 

initial expectation that the BNR would carry ~10 thousand coffins a year was never realised with a 

maximum annual figure of ~4.5 thousand being achieved. 

 

Special hearse vans were built by the railway companies, usually four wheelers which took one 

coffin. A train would consist of one of these vans with separate carriages for high church Anglicans, 

low church Anglicans and at the rear of the train non-conformist denominations.  A hearse van ran 

on the narrow gauge Festiniog Railway whose clients would have included quarry workers and 

people living with no road access. This van, unlike most standard gauge versions still exists in a 

preserved condition. 
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Final Journey – continued 
 

The first funeral train ran in from London to Derby in 1840 and in 1844 the first royal train 

contained the coffin of Princess Sophia of Gloucester. Subsequently the bodies of Queen Victoria, 

Kings George V and VI arrived in London by train. The most recent royal funeral train, in 1979, 

carried the Earl Mountbatten and was hauled by a pair of Class 33 Diesels to his resting place at 

Romsey. 

 

 In 1852 the Duke of Wellington was carried from Deal Station to St Pancras arriving at night to 

deter large crowds from forming.  The coffin of William Gladstone travelled from North Wales to 

London. This was the first and only time a funeral train ran on the London Underground system. Sir 

Winston Churchill’s funeral train was hauled by un-rebuilt Battle of Britain locomotive 34051 

named after himself. 

 

The first black man to have a funeral train was that of William Darby, aka Pablo Fanque, a circus 

proprietor who put on benefit shows for circus performers. One of these was a certain Mr Kite who 

later was the subject of a John Lennon song “For the benefit of Mr Kite there will be a show 

tonight…………”! The lyric coming from a poster for the benefit show seen by Lennon. 

 

The van that brought back Edith Cavell, a nurse, who was executed in 1915 by the Germans in 

Belgium for aiding injured combatants, was built by the SECR and can now be seen restored on the 

Kent and East Sussex Railway. This van also returned the Great Eastern Railway’s Captain Charles 

Fryatt who was similarly executed for attempting to ram a German U-boat with his ship the SS 

Brussels. 

 

The train carrying the most coffins at one time, 48, was that returning the victims of R101 airship 

crash in France back to Britain, where they are buried at Cardington in Bedfordshire 

The last funeral train to run on the British mainline was in 2001 for the RMT Union leader Jimmy 

Knapp. 

 

Heritage railways and Tramways also run funeral trains. Long serving or influential people being 

given a round trip on their railway.  The Bluebell, South Devon, Keighley and Worth Valley and 

Swanage railways being examples.  It is now even possible to have images of your favourite 

railway printed onto your coffin.  The most recent heritage railway funeral train ran on the RHDR 

in 2020 in honour of Richard Batten on his 77th birthday, driven by his son Simon. 

 

Andy Ball proposed a vote of thanks to our speaker for a very interesting and informative 

presentation on a subject rather removed from our usual talks. 

 

(Meeting Report by Andy Ball). 

 

Footnote: 
 

When sending internal railway telegrams, code words were used to save time. The British Railways 

booklet “Standard Codes for Telegrams” (BR 87222) states the following: 

 

Vehicle with funeral party and corpse – FUNCO 

Van with corpse - VANCO 
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Visit to the Bath & West Railway     Saturday 22 October 
 

 

The Bath & West Railway is a dual-gauge (7¼ and 5 inch) line built and operated by ESSMEE 

(East Somerset Society of Model and Experimental Engineers) at the Royal Bath & West 

Showground. 

 

Following our visit to the Bath & West Railway in August 2021, we were recently invited back 

again. This time, instead of being split into groups, we wandered informally from one area to 

another, watching the various activities: shunting at the 5-inch gauge marshalling yard, admiring the 

scale models on display, visiting the signal box, taking turns driving, under supervision, the 7¼-inch 

gauge diesel locomotive “Shepton”, and of course, drinking tea and coffee. 

 

 

    
 

 

 

    
 

 

The morning was much enjoyed by all of us from the Fraternity and a donation was made towards 

ESSMEE funds.  
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Cuba During the Sugar Harvest                                                     - by Mike Walker 
 

          Tuesday 8 November 
 

Mike is an honorary member of the Fraternity who supplies the vintage coach used by the Fraternity 

for some of its outings.  He has made around a dozen visits to Cuba during the Sugar Cane harvest, 

known as the Zafra, between the years 2002 and 2017, travelling around by both coach and steam 

train.  The presentation included many photographs taken over the period of these visits. 

 

The railway system in Cuba consists of a mainline running east - west of the island with some 

branches.  However, there was also a network of secondary lines serving the many Sugar Mills, of 

which there were at one time around seven hundred.  These lines were of various gauges ranging 

from standard, through three foot, and two foot six inches down to the rather unusual two feet and 

three and a half inches.  Sadly, the number of working mills has declined over the years as has the 

number of working steam engines. The reduction in mill numbers has been caused by trade with the 

USSR, Russia, decreasing.  At one time the Sugar was exchanged for lorries and steel.  Western 

sanctions also have had an effect. 

 

The mills only work for the harvest season of March and April and are then dormant until the next. 

Maintenance of both mills and the railway system is then undertaken between seasons. The 

maintenance period can extend over two years. Mills will not necessarily open every year but may 

after missing a season. The steel from abandoned mills is exported as scrap to China. 

 

Although the number of working mills has decreased some have been converted into museums or 

restoration centres.  As a result, many redundant steam engines have survived to be cosmetically 

displayed in many different venues. The Cubans are enthusiastic about their steam engines! The 

mills are state owned so individual engines get moved around from mill to mill according to where 

they are needed, subject to gauge of course.  Over the course of his visits Mike has seen many 

locomotives restored including those who were previously derelict.  The locomotive numbering 

system since the revolution is done in power bands so two consecutive numbers can belong to two 

locomotives of different designs but similar power. 

 

The presentation included many photographs of engines in different conditions from derelict to 

working order.  With little coal available most were oil fired.  Many of the steam engines are over or 

around one hundred years old and were built largely by American manufacturers including: 

Baldwin, American Locomotive Company (Alco), HK Porter and Rodgers.  One engine discovered 

was a Manning Wardle 0-6-0ST from England which had been converted to diesel power, this has 

subsequently been re-converted back to steam! 

 

While most Sugar trains consisted of open wagons which were quite heavily loaded, there were also 

some passenger trains these comprised mainly of box cars but for a more refined ride de-motored 

Budd railcars were recorded. Within the sugar fields passenger transport was often old road 

vehicles, coaches or minibuses, which been converted to run on rails. One even retained its steering 

wheel re-purposed as a throttle/brake handle.  In addition to railway lines some mills used bullock 

carts for bringing the sugar to the mill and one even had a tippler for emptying the cart, presumably 

after unharnessing the bullocks. The Hershey Mill, which supplied sugar to go into chocolate bars, 

railway used steeple cab overhead electric locomotives and electric railcars imported from Spain in 

the nineteen twenties which were still running in 2002.  This system is now closed. 
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Cuba During the Sugar Harvest - continued 
 

On the main line, diesels of Chinese manufacture in both Bo-Bo and Co-Co were seen along with 

Russian “pacers” in two or three car formations.  New public service vehicles are from Russia and 

China but also seen were Metrobuses. These consisted of a road tractor and a long semi-trailer 

capable of carrying forty seated passengers with a total load of three hundred people.  Many old 

cars of American manufacture from the nineteen fifties before the revolution have been re-

engineered with diesel engines and are used as taxis. 

 

Colin Price proposed a vote of thanks to Mike, our speaker, for a well-illustrated presentation giving 

us a good understanding of a rather different railway system to that we are used to in Britain. What 

the HSE and ORR would feel doesn’t bear thinking about!               (Meeting Report by Andy Ball). 

 

 

Heritage Open Day        - 10 September 
 

 
 

The Wells Railway Fraternity was represented at this year’s Heritage Open Day at the Town Hall on 

10 September.  This is usually an annual event but it didn’t happen in 2020/21 due to Covid-19. 

Andrew Tucker and Colin Price put together a display to illustrate the history of the railways in 

Wells and hopefully attract a few new members.  Although the event was not as busy as on previous 

occasions, we did gain two members. 

 

 

2022 - 2023  Programme 
 

All talks are planned to take place in Wells Town Hall, on the second Tuesday of the month,       

7.00 pm onwards for a 7.30 start. 

 

2022 13 Dec  A.G.M. followed by Quiz, set by last year’s winner, Andy Ball 

2023 10 Jan  Members’ Talks: Roaming in Wisconsin  -  by Malcolm Dowson 

   followed by:        Mechanical Horses  -  by David Mace 

 14 Feb  The Bodmin & Wenford Railway  -  by Jimmy James 

 14 Mar  The History of the British Transport Police  -  by Bill Rogerson 

11 Apr  To North Wales for Steam (including slate quarries)  -  by Michael Clemens 

 9 May  Railway Roundabout  -  by Brian Arman 
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One Day at the Station                                                                - by Andrew Tucker 
 

 

The name Atthill will be familiar to railway enthusiasts who have a particular interest in the 

Somerset and Dorset Railway.  Robin Atthill was the author of the definitive history of the line.  

The Somerset and Dorset Railway which was first published by David and Charles in 1967, just a 

year after closure of the S&D.   

Probably not so well known is that Robin’s son, Thomas, also took a keen interest in railways.  

Reverend Canon Thomas Atthill is a retired Catholic priest living in Oakhill.  When I took a phone 

call from him on another matter we inevitably came round to talking about railways.  Now in his 

early 80s, Fr. Atthill told me that he has been tidying the shelves in his study and found some 

documents that he thought should be archived somewhere.  I suggested the Somerset and Dorset 

Railway Trust and arrangements were made for me to collect the papers and then pass them on to 

the Trust. 

The items included a proof copy of the book together with a first edition marked up with Robin 

Atthill’s corrections and additions and various other publications.  There were also examples of 

both Robin’s and Thomas’s train spotting notebooks.  Fr. Thomas drew my attention to one 

particular part of his notebook recording observations at what was then his local station at 

Chilcompton.  In the summer of 1953 Thomas was just 12 years old but he was at the station at 3am 

to record what was probably the first down train of the day.  He then went to the signal box to 

continue watching the trains: 

 

 

Train Records    Chilcompton Signal Box (S&D)    Saturday  1 August 1953              
 

All items in the Script typeface are as written by Thomas Atthill in his notebook.  Other 

information added for this transcript is in Modern type. 

 
Nos.  Loco Class  Time Description 

(bell code) 

Direction 

(up/down) 

Coaches  Additional notes 

40696 

44944 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 5 4-6-0 

3.12am 4 down 9  

44826 Black 5 4-6-0 3.29am 3-1-1 down 1  
40569 

34040 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

4.51am 4 down 9  
West Country 34040 CREWKERNE 

40601 

34044 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

5.06am 4 down 10  
West Country 34044 WOOLACOMBE 

40568 

44559 
2P 4-4-0 
4F 0-6-0 

5.32am 4 down 11  

40697 

44830 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 5 4-6-0 

5.39am 4 down 10  

53810  7F 2-8-0 6.00am 4 down 10  
44422 

34042 
4F 0-6-0 
WC 4-6-2 

6.16am 4 down 12  
West Country 34042 DORCHESTER 

53806 7F 2-8-0 6.34am 4 down 9  

 

Breakfast 
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One Day at the Station - continued 
 

 
44944 Black 5 4-6-

0 

9.49am 4 Up 8  

40569 

34047 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

9.57am 4 Up 10                                                          
West Country 34047 
CALLINGTON  

53806 7F 2-8-0 9.59am 3-1-1 down 8  
40698 2P 4-4-0 10.23am 3-1 Up 3  
40697 

34040 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

10.45am 4 Up 11                                                           
West Country 34040 
CREWKERNE 

34041 WC 4-6-2 10.50am 3-1 Down 6 West Country 34041 WILTON* 
44422 

44880 
4F 0-6-0 
Black 5 4-6-
0 

11.04am 4 Up 8  

40568 

34044 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

11.19am 4 Up 12                                                                    
West Country 34044 WOOLACOMBE 

40563 

44830 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 5 4-6-
0 

11.58am 4 Up 12  

40564 

44917 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 5 4-6-
0 

12.11pm 4 Up 12  

44557 

53802 
4F 0-6-0 
7F 2-8-0 

12.33pm 4 Down 11  

40696 

44826 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 5 4-6-
0 

12.39pm 4 Up  10  

40569 

34107 
2P 4-4-0               
WC 4-6-2  

12.53pm 4 Up 10 West Country 34107 BLANDFORD 
FORUM (originally BLANDFORD) 

53810 7F 2-8-0 2.56pm 4 down 10  
53806 7F 2-8-0 3.09pm 4 Up  10  
34044 WC 4-6-2 3.21pm 4 down 9 West Country 34044 WOOLACOMBE 

40563 

44830 
2P 4-4-0 
Black 4 4-6-
0 

3.41pm 4 down  9  

40505 2P 4-4-0 3.45pm 3-1 Up 4  

44102 

44826 
4F 0-6-0 
Black 5 4-6-
0 

3.59pm 4 down 9  

40564 

34040 
2P 4-4-0 
WC 4-6-2 

4.24pm 4 down 10  
 

 

Tea 
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One Day at the Station - continued 
 

 
53807 7F 2-8-0 5.39pm 3-1 Up 3  

44417 

44561 
4F 0-6-0 
4F 0-6-0 

5.47pm 4 down 9  

40601 2P 4-4-0 6.10pm 4 down 4  

44096 4F 0-6-0 6.39PM 4 Up 6  

44839 Black 5 4-6-
0 

6.45pm 2-3 down 0  

44839 

34041 
Black 5 4-6-
0 
WC 4-6-2 

7.15pm 1-1-3 Up 0  
West Country 34041 WILTON* 

 

*34041 failed in the morning on the up “Pines Express” and was kept at Binegar until engine  

no. 44839 was sent from Bath to collect it 6.00pm 

 

Not a full record of the day due to the refreshment breaks and the curtailment of the observations in 

the evening but very interesting nonetheless.  Fr. Thomas pointed out to me that there is an 

inconsistency in the information for the 10.50am down train hauled by 34041 WILTON.  The 

footnote regarding the failure of this loco refers to the up Pines Express.  This incident was 

photographed by Ivo Peters and there is confirmation in his book, The Somerset and Dorset 

Railway in the Fifties - Part 1, that it was a down train.  Chaos ensued due to the blockage on 

what was said to be the S&D’s busiest day of the year. 

 

The lack of any freight trains in Fr. Thomas’s records is most likely because there were none – 

priority being given to passenger services.  The fact that all trains before breakfast were in the down 

direction seems surprising but timetables show that there were departures from Birmingham, 

Sheffield, Derby, Bradford, Bath (mails), Coventry and Manchester all heading for Bournemouth 

during the night and early morning.  The first up train departed Bournemouth at 6.48am. 

 

With thanks to Revd Canon Thomas Atthill and Steph Gillett of the S&DR Trust 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Atthill at the lineside  

with his notebook. 

 
(photo courtesy Fr. Thomas Atthill) 
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Memories of Lord Salisbury      - by David Lawrence 
 

 

Lord Salisbury was an 0-6-0 saddle tank loco built by Peckett & Sons Ltd, Bristol, in 1906, Works 

No.1041. 

 

A picture of Lord Salisbury in the museum at Midsomer Norton South Station brought back 

memories of when I was nine years old.  I travelled on the footplate of this unique loco when I was 

walking along the line towards Coalpit Heath Colliery in 1947.  To my amazement, it stopped and I 

was invited up the steps into the cab for a ride back to the engine shed at Bitterwell Lake, where it 

was stabled after working coal trains to Westerleigh Sidings.   

 

Amazingly, the old shed exists to this day, although in a very dilapidated condition.  The rails have 

long since gone, but Lord Salisbury soldiered on, being transferred to Midsomer Norton to work at 

Norton Hill Colliery. Many pictures exist in various magazines and railway publications. It is sad to 

recall that this loco was scrapped and not preserved after such a long and successful career. 

 

 

 

 
 

Lord Salisbury was scrapped in 1965 and these photos by G.R.Hounsell, above and on the next 

page show the loco, minus buffers and part of the front buffer beam, in the goods yard at 

Trowbridge station. It had been transported there by road, and was cut up by Pikes, a local scrap 

merchant. 
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Memories of Lord Salisbury - continued 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This control wheel from the cab (engraved 

“LORD SALISBURY”) has survived and is 

on display in the museum at Midsomer 

Norton South. The nameplates and 

worksplates are also known to exist in private 

collections. 

 

 

Thank you, David, for sharing your memories 

of Lord Salisbury with us. 
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News from Other Groups: 
 
A 9F for The Somerset & Dorset Railway Heritage Trust at Midsomer Norton  - by Roy Kethro 

 

The Trust has long term aspirations to run trains between Radstock and Chilcompton.  As part of the 

plans, there is a desire to own and operate its own locomotives as well as building suitable covered 

accommodation for their ongoing maintenance and overhaul.   

Recently, an opportunity arose to purchase a partly restored BR Standard 9F 2-10-0; not something 

which comes along every day.  It is very much a loco associated with the line, arguably as much so 

as the iconic S&D 7F 2-8-0’s.  And of course, it was the last steam loco built at Swindon by British 

Railways, the 9F ‘Evening Star’, which hauled the very last Pines Express over the route 60 years 

ago. 

The loco in question is no. 92207, unofficially named ‘Morning Star’, one of a batch built at 

Swindon Works in 1959.  She only lasted for five and a half years before being withdrawn as part of 

the modernisation plans which eliminated steam.  In recent years, the current owner has been 

overhauling the chassis in a secure location in Dorset making much steady progress. However, he 

has now decided to hand over the baton for others to see the project through to conclusion. The 

boiler resides up north pending an opportunity and funds to overhaul. There are a few bits missing, 

such the smokebox, cab and tender but nothing which is insurmountable.  In fact, the wheelsets for 

the tender have been procured from a scrapped class 40 diesel loco, a solution which has been 

adopted by several preservation groups.  

The plan is for the Trust’s working volunteers to progress the work in the current location until 

suitable accommodation and facilities become available at Midsomer Norton. Naturally, ongoing 

hard cash will be required in the years ahead to fund the overhaul. If any of our members feel that 

this is a project they would be willing to support, details of how to get involved can be found on the 

Trust’s website sdjr.co.uk under the ‘support us’ section. 

The long-term aspiration is that one day we will one day be able to re-enact ‘The Pines’ climbing 

from MSN up the 1 in 50 to the Chilcompton tunnels. It will probably be just a short formation of 

four or five coaches but we can use our imagination to visualise the footplate once again in the very 

capable hands of Donald Beale and Peter Smith. 

 

 
 

92207 at Cardiff General station in 1964.                          Photo by Lewis Bevan. 
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GUPWORTHY  

JUNCTION 

 

An opportunity to visit  David Nicholson’s 

layout  

 

Chris Challis has told me about an offer he 

has had from David Nicholson to visit his Scale 7 layout “Gupworthy Junction.” 

The layout is in a purpose built space of 40 x 20ft at David’s home at Meare on the 

Somerset levels.  It includes a Brunel type timber viaduct (very dramatic when 

modelled at 7mm = 1ft scale) and some superb c1900s GWR locos and rolling 

stock. 

Transport to be by car sharing.  Date not yet decided but sometime in the New 

Year. 

Please let me know by the end of November if you are interested in coming on this 

visit.  Once we have an idea of numbers then details about the timing can be 

decided. 
 

Please contact:  Andrew Tucker    tel: 01749 830695     or email - andrewctucker@btinternet.com 

 

 

And Finally: 
 

Did you know that Gatehouse of Fleet was the station furthest (at over 6 miles) from the town it 

served? Opened in 1861 as Dromore (a tiny settlement a mile away) it went through several name 

changes before becoming Gatehouse of Fleet in 1912. 

 

On the same stretch of line, New Galloway station was just under 5 miles from the town, in a 

village called Mossdale, by which name the station was unofficially known. 

 

Both stations closed in 1964, along with the rest of the direct route from Dumfries to Stranraer. 

 

This dubious honour now falls to Dent station, on the Settle – Carlisle line, which is approx. 4½ 

miles from (and 600ft higher than) the village. 
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